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The Dynamics Of Connection How
Scientists who once studied climate change as a future threat are now grappling with the immediacy of violently altered weather patterns.
How the dynamics of a heating planet are driving extreme weather
Many people found themselves with smaller circles of friends as they emerged out of lockdown. Kate Ng discovers how the pandemic helped us figure out who our true friends are ...
The Great Friendship Cull: How we curated our friendships over lockdown
Knowing your customers and putting them first is fundamental to any growth strategy. More and more, companies use approaches like dynamic segmentation to learn who their customers are and to market ...
How to Keep Your Customers Happy (Even If They're Wrong)
Crestron’s VP of UC talks about its partnerships with Zoom and Microsoft Teams, and how hybrid workspaces have changed communications.
Crestron and the Equity of Experience in New Workplace Models
"My ego interpreted it as the end of her artistic career. But when I listened, her message was much louder, clearer and broader than I could have dared ...
My Child Was One Of The World's Youngest Professional Artists. Then She Said, 'No More.'
While generating 120 mph of clubhead speed might sound impressive, it’s not if you can’t break 100. So, which swing data really matters?
This is the swing data you should focus on, according to an expert coach
Success in online sales has become a high-stakes game. On one hand, the volume of business transacted online continues to grow at a breakneck pace while it has been getting exponentially harder to ...
4 Tips for Driving Digital Sales in Hyper-Dynamic Markets
The upcoming Punggol Digital District (PDD) project will feature four global firms, as well as SIT’s new campus. As for Bosch, the German company has established its regional HQ and innovation hub, ...
Singapore is growing as an innovative business hub with the entry of Bosch, Boston Dynamics, and Delta Electronics
This week, Jason Parham takes us inside one of the most influential communities on the internet and shares their stories in their own words.
Why the History of Black Twitter Needed to Be Told
Marvel is ready to bring Darkhawk back into the spotlight with a new ongoing series, but it won't be Chris Powell operating the suit this time around. Instead, it will be a new character stepping into ...
Marvel: Darkhawk's Kyle Higgins Teases Connor's Story, New Abilities, and the Future in New Preview (Exclusive)
Acts of racial discrimination and living within racist systems and institutions can result in race-based trauma for Black and brown people. And in New Hampshire, non-white people make up about 7 ...
N.H. Counselor On How Racial Discrimination Leads To Race-Based Trauma
Bucs QB Tom Brady and head coach Bruce Arians spoke with the media after Friday's practice – and neither one was happy with the performance.
Best Bucs Camp Quotes Of The Day – 7/30
Not all films are tested with audiences, but when the process is effective, it can help filmmakers clarify and hone a movie’s message. That was the case with Tom McCarthy’s “Stillwater,” which ...
How ‘Stillwater’ Test Audiences Helped Shape the Editing of the Matt Damon Drama
On 27 July 2021, Imani Center for Policy and Education, a Ghanaian Think Tank held a seminar, in Accra, on the topic: “The Imperative of Economic Recovery: How can the Resolution of the Sahara Issue ...
The Imperative of Economic Recovery: How can the Resolution of the Sahara Issue Strengthen Africa’s Regional and Continental Integration?
Writer-director Mortimer and actress Beecham discuss how the new Amazon Prime series untangles female want, desire, and the need for independence.
Emily Mortimer and Emily Beecham on the Refreshingly Real Romance in ‘The Pursuit of Love’
Universities in the UAE have taken a proactive approach to navigating the future labour market, offering degrees and courses that help learners to develop skills and attitude to succeed in this new ...
How UAE universities are preparing students for the careers of tomorrow
Justin Jefferson knows that. He's heard about it ever since he shattered records in his incredible debut season for the Vikings, and the first press conference of his second training camp featured ...
Full of Confidence, Justin Jefferson is Excited to Keep Proving Himself in Year Two
Cascading like a waterfall into the ocean, the terraces of the Azimut Grande Trideck strike a beautiful silhouette on the water. Discover how this new flagship, featuring not three but four decks, is ...
Azimut’s New Flagship Trideck Superyacht Is A Triple Winner
This article contains spoilers for Ted Lasso season 2 episode 2. Ted Lasso’s Roy Kent (Brett Goldstein) and Keeley Jones (Juno Temple) are a special kind of TV couple. Like other character pairings on ...
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